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DARTCOR’S FRESH START PROGRAM PROVIDES TOOLS
FOR A SAFE RETURN TO WORK
Dartcor Food Services, with 35 years of workplace dining / hospitality experience, is providing companies
with the tools to maintain a safe working environment and navigate the new workforce norms. Dartcor CEO
Warren Leeds explains, “As businesses develop and deploy their reentry plans, we see
an opportunity for a fresh start — a chance to welcome back, reengage, and take care
of our clients’ teams like never before. We’re seizing this opportunity in welcoming our
team back and we are here to support our clients in doing the same. In these stressful
times, our creative hospitality solutions will keep employees safe and well-nourished,
reduce costs, and mitigate the anxiety of returning to the office. Our re-entry solutions
are comprehensive and we’re excited to get back.”

(Samples of our individually boxed meals.)

FRESH START PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Contactless ordering: Enable
your employees to order from any
web browser, contact-free.
Dartcor’s user-friendly online
ordering allows employees to
browse the latest menus, select
a pick-up time and location, and
pay with a few clicks.
Contactless pickup: Set-up
pick-up outposts on every floor to
reduce common area gatherings,
elevator traffic, and make grabbing lunch more convenient than
ever.

Dropoff meals: For
businesses without a
commercial kitchen, Dartcor
gives teams the option to stay
in the office by providing
individually packaged meals
from its state-of-the-art
HACCP certified central
kitchen. To keep our teams’
immune systems strong,
Dartcor’s new menu features
new immunity boosting items.

Daily grocery pickup: Taking it
beyond the office, Dartcor aims to
remove the stress of grocery
shopping by enabling teams to
order from Dartcor’s online
grocery menu. Employees can order
in advance and have their groceries
waiting for them on their way home.
Welcome back packages: To ease
the stress of returning to the office
we’ve put together “welcome back”
totes for our clients that include PPE,
a contactless touch tool, and a sweet
treat.
LEARN MORE

DARTCOR WINS THE FOOD
SERVICE CONTRACT FOR TEVA
PHARMACEUTICALS NORTH
AMERICAN HEADQUARTERS
PLUS 7 ADDITIONAL SITES
Dartcor is thrilled to announce the addition
of Teva Pharmaceuticals, the global leader in
generic and specialty medicines, to the
Dartcor Family. The Dartcor dining program
launched across 8 sites throughout New
Jersey and Pennsylvania, including Teva’s
North American Headquarters on July 6, 2020.
Dartcor’s entrepreneurial spirit, responsiveness and direct ownership involvement
combined with its incredibly delicious food, and progressive health and wellness
initiatives were integral in Teva’s decision to move forward with Dartcor. Michelle
Schneider, Dartcor’s CFO, said “We won the business because of our team’s ability
to improve services at every level while reducing costs. This is a result of our
multidimensional front-line associates, our culture of continual improvement, and
data-driven approach to operations.”
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KITCHEN TALK

SAFETY
FIRST

Our new menus are curated by our culinary director, David
Hatton. Previously the Chef de cuisine at Danny Meyer’s
Union Square Events, David focuses on using local seasonal
ingredients to improve the flavor and nutritional value of
every dish.

We’re committed
to extending
our safety
programs into
every level
of the supply
chain. As our
clients reopen
their offices,
we are
implementing
specific safety
guidelines to
ensure the safety
and comfort of
our guests.

NEW MENUS FOCUSED ON LOCAL SEASONAL INGREDIENTS

DID YOU KNOW?
Eating a seasonally based diet with lots of variety throughout the year supports
your body’s natural nutritional needs. It is considered the cornerstone of preventive
medicine, yielding reduced risks of cancer and heart disease, increased longevity,
improved cholesterol, improved vascular health, increased bone density and weight
loss. Supporting local farmers also strengthens our local community, decreases
the amount of fossil fuels used to transport produce, and reduces our reliance on
unhealthy pesticides and chemicals used to grow produce out of season.

SUPPORTING OUR COMMUNITY

Dartcor provided over 1,000 meals to healthcare workers at
Hunterdon Healthcare, Chilton Medical Center, RWJ Barnabas
Hospital, and Morristown Medical Center.
“Our employees were proud to support the frontline healthcare
workers in our local community, who were working around the
clock to keep us safe and healthy,” said Warren Leeds, CEO of
Dartcor. “In addition, we were able to partner with Crum and Forster,
a long term Dartcor client, on an interactive pizza kit program with the
Boys & Girls Clubs of Northwest New Jersey - it was such a rewarding
experience,” added Alan Daehnke, Chief Operating Officer.
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